READING COMPREHENSION : MAKING INFERENCES
Hi guys! I hope having classes this way suits you since you can learn to be more
independent and that is definitely great!
In this class you will learn to make inferences so you can become a better and faster reader.

Activity 1
In the poster below you will find a simple and clear explanation of what an inference is.
Read it carefully to the do the exercises.

Activity 2
Read the paragraphs below. Think about where the narrator is in each short story.
Try to picture the setting. Check the best answer where the story takes place.

MAKING INFERENCES
Activity 3
A . Read each passage carefully.
B . Answer the questions by making inferences using your own knowledge and the clues
in the text.

Jessica was snoring loudly at her desk. It was the middle of the day but she just couldn´t keep her
eyes open. She had been up all night studying for this test and now she couldn´t even concentrate.
The words were blurry and she couldn´t focus on each question. At the end of the hour she handed
the test to the teacher with a heavy heart. She wasn´t looking forward to getting her results back for
this test!
1. How is Jessica feeling? How do you know?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

2. How do you think Jessica did on the test? How do you know?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Jacob was playing happily outside. He was building sandcastles and digging holes with his
bucket and shovel. Suddenly it starts pouring with rain, so he had to run quickly inside the house.
Jacob´s Mum was glad that he didn´t get too wet and she put his jumper in fron of the heater.

1. Why did Jacob´s Mum put he jumper in front of the heater? How do you know?
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Where was Jacob playing? How do you know?
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

